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Medium of Transportes ESL Picture Dictionary Worksheet for ChildrenA picture dictionary and classroom poster ESL printable worksheet for children to study and learn transportmedium vocabulary. Look at the pictures and study the words. Useful for teaching and learning means of transport. Means of Transport ESL
Matching Exercise Worksheet For KidsA fun ESL printable matching exercise worksheet for kids to study and practice means of transport vocabulary. Check out the list below and write the names of the transport vocabulary under the correct images. Means of transport ESL Word Search Puzzle WorksheetA Fun ESL
printable word search puzzle worksheet with pictures for kids to study and practice means of transport vocabulary. Find and circle the transport vocabulary in the word search puzzle and write the letters on the pictures. Effective for teaching and learning means of transport. Means of transport ESL crossword worksheet
for childrenA pleasant ESL printable crossword worksheet with pictures for children to study and practice means of transport vocabulary. Look at the pictures and the letters on them and write the words in the crossword puzzle. Teach, learn and check means of transport vocabulary. Transport means ESL Missing letters
in words worksheetA fun missing letters in words printable ESL exercise worksheet for children to study and practice means of transport vocabulary. Look at the pictures and write the missing letters into words. Simple and useful for teaching and learning spelling. Transport means ESL Decrypt the Words WorksheetA
pleasant decryption of the words ESL printable worksheet for children to study and practice means of transport vocabulary. Decrypt the transport vocabulary and label the images. Simple and useful for teaching and learning means of transport. Transport means ESL Printable Multiple Choice Test for childrenA simple and
simple ESL printable multiple-choice tests with images for children to evaluate their knowledge of means of transport vocabulary. Look at the pictures, select and circle the right option. Transport means ESL printable flashcards with WordsOne set of fun esl index cards with words for children to study and learn means of
transport vocabulary. Look at the pictures and study the words. You may also have laminated them for long-term use. (20 transport vocabulary index cards with words) Transport means ESL Printable flashcards without wordsA set of fun esl index cards without words for children to study and learn means of transport
vocabulary. Look at the pictures and study the words. You may also have laminated them for long-term use. (20 transport vocabulary index cards without words) ESL Printable Vocabulary LearningCardsA set of fun printable learning cards for children to study and practice means of transport vocabulary. Look at the
pictures and study the words. You may also have laminated them for the long term (A set of 20 transport vocabulary learning cards) Means of transport ESL printable Fidget Spinner GameA set of fun esl printable fidget spinner vocabulary games for kids to study, learn and practice means of transport vocabulary. Simply
print them out and stick pointers to your fidget spinners. You may also have laminated them for long-term use. An effective game for small and large groups in the classroom. Means of transport ESL printable dominoes game for kidsA fun esl printable dominoes game for kids to study, learn and practice means of
transport vocabulary. Simply print them out, cut out the dominoes from the worksheet and play them. You may also have laminated them for long-term use. An effective game for small and large groups in the classroom. (A set of 20 Domino pieces) ESL printable transport vocabulary worksheets, picture dictionaries,
matching exercises, word search and crossword puzzles, missing letters in words and decrypt the words exercises, multiple choice tests, flashcards, vocabulary learning cards, ESL fidget spinners and dominoes games transport and vehicles vocabulary words in English with useful list and images. Knowing how to talk
about different types of transport is a great advantage if you lean in to speak English. This can be useful in a variety of situations, such as .B about how to get to work or school, and that it is a great advantage when it comes to public transport. This is also useful vocabulary when you think about the conversations around
travel and holidays. In this section you will learn a plethora of handy vocabulary regarding transport and the way from A to B. Transport and vehicles vocabulary traffic is the movement of people, animals and goods from one place to another. Vehicles include cars, bicycles, buses, cars, trains, trucks, people, helicopters,
watercraft, spacecraft and aircraft... Types of vehicles vocabulary learn English vocabulary for vehicles through images. Van Taxi Police Car Bus Bus Ambulance Skateboard Baby Car (US)/ Pram (UK) Bicycle Mountainbike Scooter Motorcycle Motorcycle Fire Brigade Crane Forklift Tractor Recycling Truck Cement Mixer
Dump Truck Subway Tramway Helicopter Airplane Balloon Tram (UK)/ Tram (US) Carriage Rowing Boat Train Common Vehicles Vocabulary | Image Types of ships and boats Learn ship names and boat names in English. Battleship Destroyer Ferry Schooner Ship Barge Boat Catamaran Canoe Yacht Gondelboot
Sailboat Trawler Submarine Types of Ships and Boats | Imagetypes of truck names in English. Pickup Tractor Tow Truck Fire Engine Van Cement Mixer Tanker Tractor Trailer Forklift Car Transporter Types of Truck Vocabulary | Image Car Parts Vocabulary Learn Different Parts Cars in English. Headlight Mirror Window
Trunk (US)/Boat (UK) Brake Light Tire (US)/Tire (UK) Door Hubcap Gas Tank (US)/ Petrol Tank (UK) Windshield (US)/ (US)/ (United Kingdom) Hood (US)/ Bonnet (UK) Roof Turning Signal / Blinker Bumper Door Handle Rearview Mirror Windshield Wiper (US)/ Windscreen Wiper (UK) License Plate (US)/ License Plate
(UK) Parts of a Car Vocabulary | Picture Bicycle Parts Vocabulary Names of Bicycle Parts in English. Handlebar Brake Lever Brake Rope Seat Rear Brake Crossbar Frame Crank Wheel Chain Pedal Chain Wheel Front Fork Hub Rim Tire Bicycle Parts Vocabulary | Picture Motorcycle Parts Parts of a Motorcycle in
English Throttle Brake Helmet Pillion (United Kingdom) Rear Light Seat Fuel Tank Engine Turn Signal Headlight Mudguard Suspension Tire Muffler Oil Tank Air Filter Brake Pedal Parts of a Motorcycle Vocabulary | Picture AircraftParts Vocabulary Names of Parts of an Airplane in English Nose Flight Deck Fuselage
Cabin Fin Tail Tailplane Hold Wing Jet Engine Undercarriage Parts of an Airplane Vocabulary | Image Road Signs (in the UK) Vocabulary names of road signs in the UK with pictures. Ahead only Turn left ahead Links Minimum speed Stop and yield No stopping No stop No entry No entry No motor vehicles No cycling No
left turn No u-turn No overtaking No blowing of horn Two-way traffic ahead road ahead narrows on both sides Hump Uneven road Slippery Road Wild Animals Roundabout before junction driveway Pedestrian crossing before bending Right Fall rocks Fall rocks School cross road work road road signs before Giving priority
to vehicles from the opposite direction parking one-way traffic dead-end road priority over oncoming vehicles Road signs in U.K. Vocabulary | Image Transport and Vehicles | Video Learn different types of vehicles with American English pronunciation. This fun ESL game is a 'Hidden Picture' game to teach English
vocabulary to do with transport and transport modes. This is a great activity to use to introduce or check transport/vehicle words with ESL beginner students. There are 10 images of modes of transport hidden behind some coloured shapes. As the shapes slowly disappear, the image is revealed. Students must try to
guess what the word is before the image is revealed. This activity is absolutely FREE. Just show this video in class from this site or from our YouTube channel. The following are instructions on how to play and related resources. ESL Game Transportation To play this game, just show the video in class. There are ten
pictures of vehicles hidden behind colored shapes. Students need to guess what the word is. Transport words included in this activity include car, bus, train, plane, motorcycle, helicopter, ship, bicycle, cable car and truck. More ESL Activities to Teach Transport Printable Transport Flashcards and Board
GamesTransportation WorksheetsESL Lesson Plan On Transport Transport Vocabulary (Aero) Aircraft(s) boot(s) bus(s) car(s) helicopter(s) lorry(lorries) moped(s) (motor)bike(s) ship(s) submarine(s) submarine(s) Train/S-Van(s) Yacht(s) At the airport. / On the runway. / In the air. At the airport. / On the helipad. / In the
air. On the highway. / On the road. / In the garage. At the taxi rank. / On the road. / In the garage. Traveling. / In the garage. At the bus stop. / On the road. / In the garage. Traveling. / In the garage. Traveling. / In the garage. Traveling. / In the garage. In the harbour. / In the harbour. / On the water. In the harbour. / In
the harbour. / Under the sea. In the harbour. / On the water. At the platform. / On the tracks. / In the station. On the tracks. / In the station. Inquiries Ask If you could please tell me the time of the next train/bus to Cardiff? Is it a express train/bus, or do I have to change trains/buses? Is there a buffet car? Which
platform/stop does it drop out of? How long does it take? What time does it arrive? How long does the trip take? Buying a train ticket I would like to get a ticket to London, please. Return. What is the fare? That's a peak time of 150.00 USD, or if you travel between 10am and 3pm during peak hours, it's only USD 65.00. I
will travel outside peak hours and then thank you. Can I reserve a seat? Yes, but it's an additional 5.00 dollars. Is there a flight to London? Is it a direct flight or do I have to change the plane? Do they serve food? From which terminal does it leave? Is there an airport bus? Can I have a window/aisle seat? What time do I
need to check in? What time does it start? At what time does it land? How long does the flight take? I would like a ticket to London. Return. how much does it cost? That's 150.00 usd business class or 65.00 dollars budget. Budget then thank you. Can I please have a window/ aisle seat? Check-in at the airport -
Conversation Clerk: Good Morning. Mr. S: Is this the right desk? My flight is BA123. Clerk: Yes, that's right. I need your passport and your ticket, please. Mr S.: You are going there. Clerk: Thank you very much. Do you have luggage to check in Mr. Smith? Mr. S: Yes, these two suitcases. Clerk: Could you please put
them on the conveyor belt. Mr. S:Sure. I don't think they're over. Clerk: No. That's ok. Do you want a window or a aisle seat? Mr. S: A window seat, please. Writers:... Here are your luggage tags and boarding pass. Your seat is 36B. Mr. S: Thank you very much. What is the boarding time? Clerk: The plane gets on in 30
minutes. You leave Gate 15. Have a good flight. S: Thank you very much. See you later. English Vocabulary Vocabulary
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